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 Dear IEA Eventers (which is redundant, I know):
As I write this we are coming off a weekend that featured howling winds and single-
digit temperatures, the kind of weather that makes me want to curl up under the
blankets and order delivery . . . except no one delivers out here, so that's out.
 
And what were you doing? Everywhere I looked on social media, I saw pictures, and
videos, and Go-Pro footage of you and your horses! Riding in clinics, taking lessons,
doing groundwork, or hacking across snow-dusted fields. Your sanity may be
questioned, but your dedication and toughness are beyond reproach. For the few
of you who trekked to Florida (and we know who you are), I was able to hone my
score-stalking skills in order to live vicariously though you as I contemplate the
2020 eventing season.
 
2020? How the heck did that happen? With the New Year comes inevitable change,
and that is as it should be. I cannot tell you what an honor and privilege it has been
to serve as IEA President the last few years. My term has been eye-opening,
humbling, and completely amazing. I will never cease to be astounded at the grit
and dedication of those who are committed to making sure this organization
continues to grow, adapt, and prosper. There have been many challenges---there
always will be---but I know that IEA members invariably meet those challenges with
energy and resolve. 
 
Elections will be held at the IEA Banquet and Annual Meeting, January 25, at the Ritz
Charles in Carmel, IN. 
 
You can find out more about the banquet at 
https://indyeventers.org/event-3631589 
 
We will also be voting on the new by-laws (just in case you missed that email!); you
can download the OLD by-laws at:
https://indyeventers.org/resources/Documents/IEA-By-Laws-2016.pdf
 
And then the NEW by-laws at:
https://indyeventers.org/resources/Documents/IEA-By-Laws-2020_final.pdf
 

President's Letter

https://indyeventers.org/resources/Documents/IEA-By-Laws-2020_final.pdf
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And, of course, we have elections. There are candidates running for President, Vice
President, Secretary, and Treasurer. In addition, we have 5 open spots on the Board
itself, with 7 candidates running. All the candidates' info is at the link below. Until
we pass the new by-laws we cannot allow absentee or online voting, so stay tuned
for the results of that vote. 
 https://indyeventers.org/resources/Documents/IEA_2020_ELECTIONS.pdf
 
As always, if you're at a show where I'm working, please stop by and say Hi. 
Otherwise I might start making up things to announce about you and your horse as
you go around on cross country . . . . or worse, just before you go into the dressage
arena. Don't think I won't.
 
On a more serious note, it is somewhat bittersweet to be stepping down as IEA
President---it really has been an honor. My sincere thanks to Vice President Trudy
Pulley, for keeping me between the guard rails; to Chaleise Fleming, for keeping the
organization  on track financially; to Michelle Moody for endless note-taking at
meetings; and to the current Board Monica Foley, Kathi Hammond, Dorie Mayfield,
Symantha Melemed, Lisa Myers, Scott Owens, Gina Pletch, Rachel Skirvin, Mary
Tinder, and Lee Ann Zobbe. There is not enough space here to tell you what each of
these Directors has done on behalf of the IEA (and I would forget something
important anyway).  So if you get a chance, please let them know you appreciate
their work for the IEA.
 
And thank you! Thank you for commitment to our sport and for your membership
in the IEA. Thank you for believing  in me enough to make me your President (even
if Elvis did get nearly as many votes as I did . . . oh, you thought I'd forgot
about that?). Kick on and go eventing! 
 
Best, 
Eric Sampson, IEA President

https://indyeventers.org/resources/Documents/IEA_2020_ELECTIONS.pdf
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I wanted to say “thank you” for the ability to represent the IEA during the 2019
calendar year as one of the Junior Scholarship recipients. The $500 cash

award was an honor that was so beneficial to help me pay for Event camp at
Come Again Farms in July, 2019. Many of you also participated in this event

with me and know that it is a week long commitment with a cost of
approximately $1,000. I was so proud to be able to pay for half of my training
this year to help out my parents and be able to train with Courtney Cooper,

Sharon White, Lesley Law, and Tim Bourke. My goals in 2019 were to improve
in dressage and learn to bend with Sega. I am happy to say that we

IMPROVED as we were able to move from the 40’s to the low 30’s with our
best sanctioned show score at a 30.5 this season!!! We were also able to

qualify for the Novice Area VIII regionals at Jump Start and placed in the Top 5
to qualify for AEC’s in 2020. I believe this was possible through countless

hours of hard work, the dedication of my trainers, Erin Sheets and Lee Ann
Zobbe, and the ability to participate in special clinics and events like Event

Camp. The $500 Scholarship helps to make it possible for young riders, like
me, to continue to advance. Thank you again for the opportunity to represent

the IEA and for the generous scholarship.Eva Taylor and Sega

2019 Junior Scholarship Winner Eva Taylor Essay
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Modified Level Added to IEA HT in 2020

The Modified level is open to horses 4-years-old and older.
Riders must achieve two NQRs at Training level to compete at Modified.
Max height of both cross-country and show jumping fences is 3’5”
Cross-country course distance will be: 2200m-3000m with 22-28 jumping efforts
The speed of cross-country will be 490mpm
The speed of show jumping will be 325 mpm with 10-13 jumping efforts
Flags will be numbered with an orange number on a blue background
The fourth refusal on cross-country results in elimination
The third refusal on show jumping results in elimination
An ‘r’ course-designer is required for cross-country
Cross-country courses can include: angled lines, corners, varied terrain and
combinations with water or narrow fences.
The show jumping course will include two doubles, or a double and a triple
combination.
The dressage test will be held in a small ring and will include leg yield, medium gaits and
changes of lead through the trot.

Thanks to the hard work and vision of the IEA Board and officers, IEA is
adding Modified Level to the eventing offerings in Indiana.  Many have argued
that the step up from Training to Preliminary is one of the largest in the sport,
and introduces many new challenges including fence height, fence width and
increased complexities in all three phases.  President Eric Sampson says, "IEA

is dedicated to making our event stand out, on its way to becoming a
destination event on everyone's Area VIII calendar. In addition to our Classic
Format Three-Day, adding Modified made a lot of sense given that there is

only one (maybe 2) other events with that division in Area VIII."
IEA is currently raising funds to pay for the course additions needed to
create this new division.  Please consider a monetary donation to help

reach the goal of $20,000.  IEA has already raised about 25% of this total
but needs your help to reach the goal.  Donate here:

https://indyeventers.org/Donate
 

IEA will also need volunteers to help with some Spring workdays to 
paint and stain these new jumps, so be on the lookout for dates!  Please

contact Eric Sampson or Monica Foley with questions or to volunteer.
 

Modified Level Quick Facts:

https://indyeventers.org/Donate
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Grid/Exercise Training Ideas
Lee Ann Zobbe of Come Again Farm 

I just had this set up in my 60x130 indoor.  It 's quite useful for
footwork, steering with legs and eyes and teaching flying

changes on a circle or serpentine.  
Lee Ann Zobbe
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First one - great for strengthening,
the horses have to compress for
the bounce, then be elastic and
lengthen their stride for the two
one-strides, then compress for

bounce again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Second one - same idea, and easy
to set up! Compress for the vertical,

then have the ability to have a
more open jump over the oxer,

then compress again for the final
vertical. Also focuses on balanced

turns. Those verticals can be
exchanged for 3 canter poles if that

better suits your horse!  
 

Jordan Coy Fellers 

Jordan Coy Fellers - Fairland Farm
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Erin Sheets - On The Rail Farm 

Add The arrow: 
Depending on the size of your arena, the idea of the exercise is to master all of

the combinations. I typically start from left to right, so starting with the “corner” or
“oxer” depending on how much angle is at the point of the arrow. However, it can

be ridden from right to left if desired. 
The goals of this exercise are: 

    * Practice precision and accuracy 
    * Remaining straight throughout the combinations (approach, the jump, and

landing) 
    * Learn to master jumping fences from the side while maintaining straightness. 

It’s a fun spin on the average grid work! It keeps my young horses mentally
challenged, and it helps tune up and refine my more educated horses while

being stuck in the indoor over winter! 
The height of the jumps are completely up to the horse and rider. So it’s easy to

adjust to all levels. As well as being quite simple to set up !  Erin Sheets
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                                 TOP GROOM TIP 
 
         Gina Hennington of Ashley Kehoe Eventing
Our guest top groom this newsletter is Gina Hennington,
Barn Manager/ Head Groom for ****Eventer Ashley Kehoe.  
Gina is the owner / operator of Whispering Hill Equestrian
Center in Cazenovia, NY.  She graduated from Morrisville 
State College with a degree in Agricultural Business and 
Equine Science and Management.  She currently travels to 
work and rides under higher level trainers in an effort to 
further expand her knowledge of the equine industry, 
improve riding techniques and learn new disciplines. Gina 
has worked under Olympic medalist eventer Michael Page,
Grand Prix Jumper Candice King, Horse Trainer Cliff Schadt Jr,
New Zealand Olympic Show Jumper Sharn Wordley and eventer
Ashley Kehoe.  
Gina's Grooming Tip: "As far as grooming and riding, my
favorite expression is “Look good, feel good”. I find that I preform
better when I wear clothes that fit well and my horse is well
groomed. For some of my horses, they know it’s game time
when the show braids go in."
Gina's Horsemanship Tip: "Best advice came from Michael
Page, he told me to stop riding the horse the way I want to ride
and instead ride the horse the way it wants to be ridden. Every
horse is different and we need to adjust our riding to best suit
our horse, not the other way around. Riding should be a
conversation, not an argument."
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                                    TRAINING TIPS FROM THE TOP
British Olympic Dressage Rider Carl Hester: "I don’t do a lot of sitting trot
on my youngsters. I teach them lateral work in rising trot so that they can
learn to use their backs without the added pressure of a rider’s weight,
which can compromise their movement." AND "Ride every transition. I
often see riders who ride well-thought-out, correct transitions throughout
their schooling session, then let their horse flop onto the forehand on a
loose rein during walk breaks. As long as you’re on your horse you’re
training him, for better or for worse, so make a habit of riding properly.
5 Star Eventer Sally Cousins: "In some schools, I work on angled jumps,
bending lines or related distances. The last school before an event I prefer
to be about technique. If the last phase your horse did at his last event was
cross country, chances are you will need to have a quieter school to get the
horse round and settled again."
 

UPCOMING EVENTS
Jan 25 IEA Annual Meeting and Banquet - Carmel, IN
Feb 15 Snowbird Dressage Schooling Show-Kentucky Horse Park, Lexington, KY
Feb 15/16 Tim Bourke Clinic Come Again Farm, Sheridan, IN
March 7 IHJA Culver Academy Eq/Jumper Schooling Show - Culver, IN
March 14-15 Area VIII Young Rider Camp Cobblestone, MI
March 14 Snowbird Dressage Schooling Show- Kentucky Horse Park Lexington, KY
March 21 Schooling Combined Test & Dressage show Come Again Farm Sheridan, IN
March 21 MSEDA Dressage Show Masterson Station, Lexington, KY
March 28 Paul Frazer Combined Test & Dressage Schooling Show KHP,Lexington, KY
March 28/29 Sharon White Clinic Come Again Farm Sheridan, IN
April 4/5 USEA Spring Bay Horse Trials Lexington, KY
April 12 Twin Towers XC Schooling - Ohio 
April 18 Come Again Farm Show Jump Practice Rounds Sheridan, IN
April 18/19 USEA River Glen Horse Trials Tennessee
April 20 Hawley Bennet Clinic MSEDA Kentucky
April 22-26 Land Rover FEI***** Kentucky Three Day Event Lexington
April 25 End's Meet Mini Horse Trial & Combined Test - Ohio
April 25/26 Hilltop Farm Hunter/Jumper Schooling Show - Zionsville, IN
 



 
 
 
 

Editor Note: Feel free to send IEA Newsletter article suggestions, comments 
(or complaints) to Liz Messaglia at LHMMJM@hotmail.com  Until next time... 

Stay warm and enjoy the Journey.  Go IEA Eventers & come to the Banquet & vote
 

2019 IEA Officers
President: Eric Sampson

Vice President: Trudy Pulley
Secretary: Michelle Moody
Treasurer: Chaleise Everly

 
2019 Directors (term) 

Monica Foley (2019-2020), Lee Ann Zobbe (2019-2020)
Kathi Hammond (2018-2019), Dorie Mayfield (2019-2020)
Symantha Melemed (2018-2019), Lisa Myers (2019-2020)

Scott Owens (2019-2020), Gina Pletch (2018-2019)
Rachel Skirvin (2019-2020), Mary Tinder (2018-2019)

Committees:
Annual Meeting and Banquet: Scott Owens

Cross-Country Course: Eric Sampson, Dan Stickney, & Lee Ann Zobbe
Education: Dorie Mayfield & Lee Ann Zobbe

Fundraising: Monica Foley 
Hoosier Horse Park Liaison: Open

IEA Horse Trials: Mary Fike & Erin Murphy
Leg Up Horse Trials:  Melanie French

Membership: Celia Jackson 
Newsletter: Liz Messaglia 

Pony Club Liaison: Rachel Skirvin, Scott Owens
Stadium: Scott Owens

Team Challenge: Liz Messaglia & Becky Goode 
Points and Awards: Dorie Mayfield, Gina Pletch, & Trudy Pulley

Website: Eric Sampson


